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Web Content Filtration according to 

context of  use: Case Study of  Accessibility 
Guidelines 

Rehema Baguma,  Jude T. Lubega, Roger G. Stone and Th.P. van der Weide

In this paper, we propose an approach for filtering Web based content according to context of  use 
based on user roles and other use case scenarios. The purpose of  the filtration approach is to make 
such Web content easier to use for the target audience. Context of  use is important for the usability of  
Web based content particularly that used by different groups of  people with different roles, interests 
and skill base. We use the Web content accessibility guidelines (WCAG) to demonstrate how the 
approach can be used to improve usability of  Web based content. Other than accessibility guidelines, 
the approach is relevant to ANY Web based content for any subject if  intended for multiple classes 
of  users.

1. Introduction
The Web has become a universal interface for various applications on the Internet, 
intranets and extranets [Murugesan and Ramathan, 2001]. However, Web users 
have different needs and roles and their skills and cognitive abilities also vary widely 
[Murugesan and Ramathan, 2001; Donelly and Maggenis, 2003]. Therefore, one-size 
does not fit all its users and it is important to customize the Web interface to suit 
individual users’ or a group of  users’ needs.

Nevertheless research on Web customization/personalization has so far been 
focused on obtaining and analyzing profiles of  anonymous users particularly for e-
commerce applications [Murugesan and Ramathan, 2001;  Shwabe and Rosssi, 1999] 
leaving out cases with defined audience groups. In this paper, we discuss an approach 
for filtering Web based content according to context of  use based on user roles or other 
use case scenarios. Context of  use is important for the usability of  Web based content 
particularly that used by different groups of  people with different interests and skill 
base [Donelly and Maggenis, 2003]. The Research-Based Web Design and Usability 
guidelines [Koyani et al. 2005] classify context of  use in relation to Web usability as a 
user interface issue. The guidelines advise that among other user interface issues, the 
context within which users will be visiting a website should be considered.
We use the example of  the Web based Web Content accessibility guidelines by the 
World Wide Web (W3C) [W3C, 1999] to demonstrate how the approach can be used to 
improve usability of  Web based content. The example shows how to derive contexts of  
use for a given piece of  Web based content as well as how to customize the content and 
user interface according to the chosen contexts of  use. 
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Other than accessibility guidelines, the approach is also useful for ANY Web based 
content for any subject if  intended for multiple classes of  users.

The rest of  the paper is organized as follows: Web content filtration approach 
according to context of  use, an example using the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 
(WCAG), conclusion and future work, references.

2. An approach for Filtering Web Content according to Context of  Use
The approach for filtering Web content according to context of  use proposes organization 
and presentation of  Web based content according to contexts of  use based on audience 
roles and other use case scenarios. The purpose of  the approach is to make such Web 
based content easier to use for the target audience depending on their roles and tasks. 
Instead of  one view for all users, the Web content can be organized into contexts/views 
according to user roles, tasks and or other use case scenarios. Customized views make 
it easier for a user to find required content. Figure 1 shows the architecture of  the 
approach.

Figure 1  The architecture of  the approach for filtering Web based content 
according to context of  use 

Figure 1 shows that instead of  presenting the Web content in one view for all, it can be 
organized and presented according to different user contexts presented as user views 
(user view 1, 2, 3 & n). To filter the Web content according to user view (s), you apply a 
filtration technique represented by the filtration engine. Based on the selected view (s), 
the filtration engine sieves the entire content and outputs customized content. Therefore 
the filtration engine acts as a middle man between the entire content stored on the Web 
server and users’ contexts of  use expressed at the client end. It receives contexts of  
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use (user views) requests from users, filters the entire content and displays only the 
content requested. This helps a user to find quickly the content he/she wants, create 
a one to one experience, save time and increase user traffic. According to Murugesan 
and Ramanathan [2001], Web personalization can increase customer loyalty and attract 
a broader audience. 

However this approach is rigid given that contexts of  use have to be predetermined.  
This is difficult if  not impossible given the dynamic nature of  the Web audience 
characteristics such as preferences, skills and interests. As a solution to this potential 
shortcoming, the approach retains a view of  the entire content in the customized 
interface. Any user with a context of  use not yet represented in the interface will use 
the entire content view to look for the content of  interest. Note that we use “not yet” 
because the interface is expected to evolve as more audience groups evolve and new 
user contexts get discovered. 

In the next section, we demonstrate application of  the approach on the Web based 
Web Content accessibility guidelines (WCAG). The purpose of  the demonstration is to 
illustrate how the approach can be used practically to derive contexts of  use for a given 
piece of  Web based content as well as how to customize the content and  user interface 
according to the chosen contexts of  use. 

3. An Example: Filtering Web Accessibility Guidelines According To 
Context Of  Use 

3.1 Introduction

Accessibility guidelines are aimed at all people with a role and responsibility in the 
procurement and development of  IT products and services [Koyani et al. 2005]. 
These include: developers, IT procurers/managers and evaluators. The Web Content 
Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) [W3C, 1999; W3C, 2008] provides a general set 
of  guidelines that can be used to make Web based systems accessible to People with 
Disabilities (PWDs). Presently, WCAG is the most comprehensive and widely adopted 
accessibility guidelines [Donelly and Maggenis, 2003].

But despite the wide recognition of  the WCAG guidelines, they have been criticized 
for being overlong, unreadable and difficult to find required advice for much of  its 
potential audience [Donelly and Maggenis, 2003; Lazar et al. 2005; Clarke, 2006; Pickard, 
2006]. Hence organizing and presenting the guidelines according to contexts of  use 
could make the guidelines easier to use for the potential audience. 

Kelly and colleagues [2005] noted that the vast majority of  individuals working to 
make websites accessible, both developers and managers are not experts in accessibility 
or access technologies and may never be. More so, accessibility is just one of  the aspects 
of  developing websites they are seeking to understand. Therefore accessibility guidelines 
should be organized and presented in a way that makes it easy to find required advice 
for the different groups of  users.

The next sub section discusses contexts of  use by which the Web Content accessibility 
guidelines can be organized and presented  namely; Web page component, type of  
disability, level of  use and structure of  the document. The choice was based on the roles 
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and interests of  the audience groups defined by Donnelly and Magennis [2003] and 
general use case scenarios such as the logical structure in which content is presented. 

3.2 Contexts of  use for Web Accessibility Guidelines

3.2.1		 Web	Page	Component:	

Most of  the Web accessibility guidelines including WCAG offer quantifiable rules but 
Web developers often fail to implement them effectively [Bigham and Ladner, 2007]. 
One of  the challenges reported is that available accessibility guidelines are difficult to 
integrate into existing developer workflows and rarely offer specific suggestions that 
are developer oriented [Bigham and Ladner, 2007]. The Web page component context 
of  use organizes and presents accessibility guidelines according to one of  the concepts 
at the heart of  Web development -that is components of  a Web page.  A Web page is 
a piece of  information that can be displayed by the Web browser, a software used for 
accessing the Web [Yuen and Lau, 2003]. It is a resource that holds information on 
the Web. A web page can be as simple as displaying a single message or as complex 
as a communicator for fully functional databases of  large organizations shared on the 
internet [Yuen and Lau, 2003]. Information in a Web page can be text, images, audio, 
video or a combination of  two or more.  A web page as an entity consists of  a set of  
components or elements that make it a functional resource. These include: content, 
navigation and user interface.

Content: The content of  a document refers to information conveyed to the user through 
natural language, images, sound, movies or animations [Thatcher et al. 2002].  Content 
is accessible if  it can be viewed and accessed by the majority of  users including PWDs 
[Thatcher et al. 2002]. Viewing is concerned with the format of  the content such as 
text or audio while access is about the structure in which the content is  presented that 
is how a document is logically organized for example by chapter, with an introduction 
and table of  contents [Thatcher et al. 2002]. Structure is important for Web accessibility 
because assistive technologies for PWDs such as screen readers render Web content to 
the user in a linear form. Content is regarded the most critical element on a Web page 
than navigation, functionality and interactivity [Koyani et al. 2005]. It is unreasonable 
to spend resources on providing right content if  that content cannot be accessed or 
viewed by the target audience. 

Navigation: Web navigation is the method of  getting around a given page, or moving 
within the website and on to other Web pages [Thatcher et al. 2002]. Common Web 
navigation tools include navigation menu, links, headings, which ideally can be activated 
by using either a mouse and or the keyboard. A Web page’s navigation system is accessible 
if  PWDs are able to perform navigational tasks successfully. Of  course for some PWDs 
this may require the use of  their standard support technology (e.g. screen readers for 
the visually impaired).

User Interface: The user interface of  a Web page refers to the objects that the end 
user perceives and interacts with [Thatcher et al. 2002]. This covers the way in which 
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navigational objects are represented, which interface objects activate navigation, the way 
in which multimedia interface objects are synchronized, which interface transformations 
take place and the presentation of  tasks that require users to input information such as 
a survey form [Shwabe and Rossi, 1999]. An accessible user interface is one where all 
the perceptible and interactive tasks of  a Web page can be understood, perceived and 
utilized by PWDs. 

Usability guidelines such as the Research based Web Design and Usability guidelines 
[Koyani et al. 2005] define users’ usability expectations to be related to navigation, 
content and organization. One of  the guidelines advises Web developers to focus on 
meeting user expectations on content, navigation and organization. Therefore structuring 
accessibility guidelines according to content, navigation and user interface also increases 
the likelihood of  developing Web based systems that are more usable to PWDs. This is 
desirable given that despite the significant efforts for a more accessible and usable Web 
for PWDs, usability of  Web based systems even for those that have passed accessibility 
tests is still a major challenge for PWDs [Vanderheiden, 2000].

Baguma and Lubega [2008] provide an example classification of  Web design 
considerations for improved Web accessibility according to Web page components, a 
justification as to why each consideration is necessary for the accessibility of  each Web 
page component, relationships between the accessibility of  the three components and 
how such relationships can be exploited to improve the usability of  Web accessibility 
guidelines.

Other than Web page components, other context of  use used for filtering Web 
accessibility guidelines was type of  disability, level of  use and structure of  the document. 
These are discussed next.
3.2.2		 Type	of	Disability	

There are different disabilities that can affect a person’s use of  the Web. These include: 
visual impairments (low vision, color blindness, blindness), hearing impairments 
(deafness, hard of  hearing), physical disabilities (motor disabilities), speech disabilities, 
cognitive and neurological disabilities and ageing related disabilities [W3C, 2005].  

Different disabilities cause different barriers on the Web but as noted by W3C [2005], 
sometimes different disabilities require similar accommodations. For instance, someone 
who is blind and another with unstable hand movement both require full keyboard 
support. 

In addition, different Web projects may have varying levels of  accessibility 
requirements for different types of  disabilities for example a website of  an educational 
institution without audio content would be less concerned about advice on hearing 
impairments but more concerned about visual, cognitive and physical disabilities. 
Another website selling music would be most concerned about hearing impairments. 
However, WCAG 1.0 does not categorize and present guidelines according to type of  
disabilities. WCAG 2.0, mentions against each guideline, the disability (ies) it benefits 
but this is only done at guideline level. One cannot get at once all the guidelines about a 
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particular disability. To get such information, one has to go through the entire guidelines 
document.

The content filtration approach shows how to organize and present Web accessibility 
guidelines according to types of  disabilities that affect a person’s use of  the Web. The 
classification is based on the definitions of  the different types of  disabilities given in 
[W3C, 2005]. A complete categorization of  WCAG 1.0 guidelines according to types of  
disabilities is available on request from the authors.

In addition to type of  disability, the example application also shows how to filter 
Web accessibility guidelines according to level of  use. This is discussed next.
3.2.3		 Level	of	Use	

 In a study carried out by Colwell and Petrie [1999] on WCAG 1.0, participants had 
problems obtaining the guidance needed, could not navigate the guidelines effectively 
and were always not clear whether they were accessing guidelines or techniques. The 
implication of  such navigation problems is the risk of  missing important advice hence 
producing inaccessible systems.

Web development has more stakeholders than just developers (Donnelly and 
Maggenis [2003]. 

According to a study conducted by Donelly and Magennis in 2003 [2003], users of  Web 
accessibility guidelines want information that is tailored to their roles and responsibilities. 
People involved in IT procurement need assistance in drafting the request for tender/
proposal and assessing compliance with the agreed contract. IT project Managers need 
an accurate overview of  accessibility problems and the implications of  compliance to 
avoid them. Developers require detailed technical guidance and illustrative examples 
with clear functional requirements. 

With the organization and presentation of  the Web content accessibility guidelines 
(WCAG ) both WCAG 1.0 and WCAG 2.0, the non technical audience cannot easily 
find appropriate advice while the technical audience (developers) lacks guidance on 
how to humanize accessibility aspects of  their systems. Consequently developers focus 
more on passing automated accessibility tests, which are technically oriented and less 
on usability of  their systems to PWDs [Asakawa, 2005]. Moreover, passing automated 
accessibility tests does not mean a website is accessible [Asakawa, 2005, Kelly et al. 
2005]. An image may pass the test because it has an alternative text description but the 
image can still be inaccessible if  the alternative text does not make sense to the user.

The level of  use context organizes and presents accessibility guidelines according 
to level of  use with two sub contexts namely: understanding the guidelines and the 
techniques. Although WCAG 2.0 is split into 2 main documents- that is understanding 
WCAG and techniques for WCAG, each of  these is a separate document which means 
users have to move back and forth between the main guidelines page and the documents. 
Instead of  two separate documents in addition to the main guidelines page, the level of  
use context presents both views in a single document. 

The Understanding guidelines view is aimed at both developers and non technical 
users. The non technical need to gain an accurate overview of  accessibility problems 
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and the implications of  compliance, while developers need an over all awareness to 
inform the integration of  accessibility into early stages of  Web development as well as 
determination of  design implications.

The understanding guidelines view provides developers with a layer of  advice to 
use during early stages of  Web development. By the time coding starts, accessibility 
should be an integral part of  the requirements so far determined and remain part of  
subsequent iterations. This way, accessibility will not be an isolated property but a 
desirable property integrated with functional and other non functional properties. Such 
designs once implemented will produce websites that are both technically and humanly 
accessible.  As Mline et al. [2005] put it, a holistic approach to accessible design relies 
on a better understanding of  users’ needs on the part of  designers, developers and 
managers of  digital resources. 

 The techniques view provides developers with practical guidance and illustrative 
examples on how to code accessible Web pages. This view is important for reference. 
It makes it easy for developers to find guidance on a given technique for a particular 
problem anytime.
3.2.4		 Structure	of	the	document

Other than the three main contexts, the content filtration approach for the Web Content 
accessibility guidelines includes a fourth context- that is structure which organizes and 
presents the guidelines according to the logical structure in which content is presented. 
It has three sub views namely: preliminary which keeps preliminary content such as 
abstract and table of  contents ‘hidden’ and only displays it when needed, guideline 
which filters the guidelines on a per guideline basis and other information which filters 
appendices, references and acknowledgement. The structure context of  use improves 
usability of  the accessibility guidelines in that instead of  having peripheral content 
such as table of  contents, abstract, references and acknowledgement displayed with 
the main guidelines content, this information can be displayed only when it is needed. 
The guideline sub view makes it easy to refer to specific guidelines while using the 
guidelines.

Other than accessibility guidelines, the approach is also useful for ANY Web based 
content for any subject if  intended for multiple classes of  users.
3.2.4		 A	Prototype	System	

A prototype system for filtering accessibility guidelines according to context of  use 
and other use case scenarios was developed using the WCAG 1.0 guidelines. We chose 
WCAG 1.0 rather than the latest version, WCAG 2.0 because until 11th December 2008, 
WCAG 1.0 was still the stable and referenceable version of  WCAG as was stated on the 
WCAG 2.0 overview page by 20th  November 2008. The source code of  WCAG 1.0 
website was extracted and recoded to add CSS - Cascading Style Sheets style tags, java 
script code and more XHTML tags for customizing the organization and presentation 
of  the guidelines according to the different contexts. In the customized user interface, 
the user sees a large frame containing the guidelines document and a small navigation 
frame. The navigation frame offers a four-dimensional viewing opportunity based on 
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the four contexts. Thus the user may select “techniques” (rather than “understanding”) 
from the “level of  use” menu. Each menu choice causes a small client-side script to run 
which dynamically selects a suitable style sheet to filter the display in the large viewing 
frame. A choice in one context may be combined with choices in other contexts. For 
example the “techniques” choice could be combined with “visual” (rather than “hearing”, 
“physical” or “cognitive”) from the “disability” menu to give a display of  techniques for 
visual impairment. Figure 2 shows a snapshot of  the prototype system.

Figure 2: A snapshot of  the prototype system

The CSS approach has a more optimal design for the static Web based content such as 
descriptive guidelines compared to the database driven design used by some accessibility 
guidelines like the Irish IT accessibility guidelines [10]. Content filtering using CSS is 
much lighter and easier to implement than a database driven approach. Besides with the 
CSS approach, it is easier to switch between the full content view to customized views 
suiting different audience roles. This is possible because of  the unified interface. The 
filtration approach can be applied to other documents of  related nature particularly 
those covering various subjects for a diverse audience.

Conclusion And Future Work
In this paper we have discussed and demonstrated an approach for filtering Web based 
content according to context of  use based on user roles or other use case scenarios. 
Context of  use is important for usability of  Web based systems particularly those used 
by different groups of  users for different needs.  Other than the Web accessibility 
guidelines used  to demonstrate how the approach can be used practically, the approach 
is useful for ANY Web based content for any subject if  intended for multiple classes 
of  users.
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